
CASE STUDY 5 - Estonia - Number of Pages 

The recommended procedure for watermark research calls for both front lit and back 

lit images to be archived. The following case study shows how either the front lit or the back 

lit images can be used to establish the number of pages even from the few remaining 

fragments of a rare book. The case study uses the front lit images to establish the number of 

pages in the only surviving fragments of the first book printed in Estonian as shown below. 

The case study also used the back lit images to suggest that the type of paper used in that 

book was also used by Martin Luther for a personal letter. 

The book is Wanradt-Koell’i Katekismus, 1535i and it is the first printed in Estonianii. 

Shortly after printing it was ordered that all copies be destroyediii. It was not until 1929 that 

fragments of it were discovered, in Tallinn, as part of a book binding. The book is rightly 

regarded as emblematic of the enduring national spiritiv. 

The writer was granted access to the few remaining fragments of Katekismus, 1535, 

(Simon Wanradt and Johannes Koell) for imaging in December 2015. One of the results was 

the digital reconstructions, as far as possible, of the 9 whole sheets of the octavo. Although 

the fragmentary nature of the material did not allow this, one of the results was the partial 

reconstruction of the final gathering (I).  

The book is an octavo. The existing fragments show signatures D, Dii, G, Giiij and I. 

There have been differing estimates as to the number of pages. For instance the 1956 book by 

Johansen and Weiss suggested ‘about 120’v. The same authors elsewhere suggest in the 

region of 140vi. However the evidence from the digital reconstruction of the final sheet I 

shows that those final pages, instead of being the eight leaves (16 pages) of a conventional 

octavo, are four leaves (eight pages). Therefore, as explained fully below, the total number of 

pages is 136. 

Gatherings: 



 A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H;  8 x 8 leaves = 64 leaves (or 8 x 16 pages = 128 pages) 

I:    1 x 4 leaves =   4 leaves (or 1 x   8 pages =     8 pages) 

Total                   136 pages. 

 

The total number of pages is therefore 8 x 16 + 1 x 8 = 136. 

The following images show this. 

 

The Final Gathering ‘I’ 

 

One side of the Final Gathering (the inner forme) is as below, with page numbers:- 

 

 

 

The other side of the Final Gathering (the outer forme) is as below, with page numbers:- 

 



 

 

The final page of the book - 136 - a verso, is blank as below:- 

 



 

This page (136) was digitally rotated and digitally joined with page 129 as shown below:- 

 



 

 

The following image is a close-up of the ‘join’:- 

 



 

 

When the same process is followed with pages 130 and 135 there are similarly impressive 

results. This is shown in the close-up below:- 

 

 

 

It is therefore without doubt that there were 136 pages in Katekismus X.2615. The 

following image is the fullest possible reconstruction of the final gathering shown from both 

sides:- 

 



 

 

Watermark in Simon Wanradt and Johannes Koell’s, Katekismus, Wittenberg, Germany, 

1535. Tallinna Linnaarhiiv X.2615 

 

The book is an octavo. This means that if any watermarks are present they are most 

likely to be found at the top of pages, but likely to be divided over more than one page. 

(Fuller details ahout locating watermarks in octavos is given below under Part 2 PAPER, 

PAGES AND FINDING WATERMARKS). 

The image below, by way of example, shows the customary position of a watermark 

in a sheet of paper in a printed octavo:- 

 



 

 

The eight rectos and the eight versos were all imaged using:- 

1. front lighting and 

2. back lighting from a 1 mm thick electroluminescent light sheet. 

It appears that all the fragments were from unbound sheets. 

Happily one of the fragments (04) is of the top of two pages. The following images 

show 04 recto by front lighting and by back lighting, with the arrow showing the expected 

watermark position:- 

 



 

04 Recto - front lighting 

 

 

04 Recto – Backlighting 

After processing it is now suggested that the very base two tips of a Gothic letter P are 

visible:- 



 

 

The tips of the letter ‘P’ can be seen as dark curves above the ‘0’ and the ‘2’. It is to 

be noted that the distance between the two tips is 1.8 cm. 

 

The Search 

 

Access to the Bernstein Memory of Paper allowed a search to be made under 

‘Witten(berg)’ for the years 1530-1540. There are 8 of the distinctive tall crowns, animals, 

crests and one Gothic P (Bernstein Gothic P hereafter). 

It is now suggested that Bernstein Gothic P might be the same watermark as at 04 of 

X.2615. 

Here is Bernstein Gothic P with a grid overlaid from which it can be seen that the 

distance between the tips is 1.8 cmvii. 

 



 

Here is a transcript of that letter by Martin Luther 24th August 1531viii:- 



 

 

 

Here is an image of the letter:- 



 

(courtesy of Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz). 



 

 

 

(courtesy of Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz). 



The back lit image on the left is from the original image kindly supplied by the 

Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz. The image on the right is the result of 

processing that back lit image with the front lit image. The digital removal of overprinting is 

impressive. The process is fully described below in Part 2 under IMAGE PROCESSING 

AND ARCHIVING. 

This Case Study has shown that either front lit or back lit images can be used, in 

certain cases, to establish the number of pages in a rare book, even when pages are missing. 

The Case Study also shows the potential of watermark research for revealing unexpected 

cultural / historical connections. In the case cited the book - Wanradt-Koell’i Katekismus, 

1535 – had been printed in Wittenberg. The evidence from watermark research as given 

above indicates that the paper in that book appears to be a Gothic P similar to the paper used 

by Martin Luther of Wittenberg in 1531 for a letter on behalf of Doctor Basilio to Duke 

Albrecht (see above in CASE STUDY 4 - Lithuania – Cultural) in Königsberg. 

 

i X.2615, Tallinna Linnaarhiiv. 

ii Happily one of the fragments does allow the date (25 August 1535), name of printer (Hans 

Luft) and place of printing (Wittenberg) to be certain as may be seen in the following image:- 

 

 



 

 



 
iii The history of the book and the discovery of the fragments are indeed remarkable. Until 

1929 it was believed that the oldest printed Estonian book was the 1632 Hand- und Hausbuch 

by Heinrich Stahl. However in November 1929 Dr. H. Weiss made a discovery in the binding 

of a book in the Eestimaa Kirjanduse Ühing. The binding is dated between 1541 and 1550. 

See R. Antik, (Eesti raamat 1535-1935. Arengulooline Ülevaade / Arvulised Kokkuvõtted / 

Reproduktsioonid. Das Estnische Buch). The book was made up of items printed in 

Wittenberg, Cologne and Strasbourg dated between 1530 and 1541. In the binding Dr. Weiss 

discovered fragments which proved to be from the above mentioned Catechism. It is printed 

in two languages. Low German is on the left and Estonian is on the right. The Estonian also 

has marginal comments which are mostly corrections or linguistic alternatives.  The book 

concludes with brief Low German notes on the Estonian language. From the few existing 

fragments it is clear that the contents follow Luther’s Catechism – articles of faith, followed 

by the Lord’s prayer, the Sacrament of Baptism and the Sacrament of the Altar. The 

Commandments are absent – no doubt due to the fragmentary nature of the surviving pieces. 

Antik comments that the book is not a simple translation of Luther’s Catechism but witnesses 

to being an independent work. 

The author of the book was Simon Wanradt, Pastor at the St Nicholas Church in Tallinn. The 

translator was Johann Koell, Pastor at the Church of the Holy Spirit in Tallinn. No sooner had 

the book been printed than the Tallinn Council ordered that all copies be destroyed. The 

stated reason was that it contained not a few errors. Wanradt was in Tartu in 1529 and then 

moved to Wittenberg where he received his Master’s degree before returning to Tallinn with 

a visit to Lübeck in 1532 apparently with the intent of recruiting preachers for Tallinn. A 

dramatic change happened in late 1536 / early 1537, just one year after the appearance of the 

Katekismus.  Whatever the real cause of the change may have been it is recorded that 

Wanradt abandoned his wife and left with a disreputable Tallinn woman. He continued his 



 

life as a pastor dying in Danzig in 1563. Koell’s life, in contrast to Wanradt’s, was less 

turbulent. He remained in Tallinn. When the reformer chaplain Zacharias Hasse of the Holy 

Spirit Church died from ‘flu in 1531 Koell took his place. His translation style is regarded as 

simple having an appeal to the masses. He died in 1540. 

iv Paul Johansen and Hellmuth Weiss, (Esimene eesti raamat anno 1535, Wanradt-Koell'i 

katekismus 1535 aastal, Kultuur, 1956), Introduction, Olev Parlo, p. 7. ‘Kas see ei ole 

sümboolne ka kogu eesti rahva kohta, …’ (Is this not symbolic for the entire Estonian 

people?). 

v Paul Johansen and Hellmuth Weiss,(Esimene eesti raamat anno 1535, Wanradt-Koell'i 

katekismus 1535 aastal, Kultuur, 1956), p. 9. ‘Seda aluseks võttes võis raamatul olla umbes 

120 lehekülge’. This 1956 estimate follows the 1936 estimate by R. Antik who claimed that 

‘Oktaavkaustas trükitud raamat on sisaldanud umbes 120 lehekülge. … Das in Oktavformat 

gedruckte Buch hat ungefähr 120 Seiten enthalten’ (The Octavo format printed book consists 

of some 120 pages). Eesti raamat 1535-1935. Arengulooline Ülevaade / Arvulised 

Kokkuvõtted / Reproduktsioonid. Das Estnische Buch Entwicklungsgeschichtlicher Überblick 

/ Zahlenmässige Nachweise / Abbildungen1535-1935. Tartu, 1936, p. 22. 

vi Paul Johansen and Hellmuth Weiss, Art. Bruchstücke eines niederdeutsch-estnischen 

Katechismus vom Jahre 1535, in Beiträge zur Kunde Estlands. p. 96, ‘Danach können wir auf 

einen Umfang von ca. 140 Seiten schließen’. (So we can conclude that there are about 140 

pages.) 

vii Here are details from the Bernstein site:- 

DE4620-PO-110662 

http://www.wasserzeichen-online.de/wzis/?ref=DE4620-PO-110662 

http://www.wasserzeichen-online.de/wzis/?ref=DE4620-PO-110662


 

 

Buchstaben/Ziffern - Buchstabe P - frei, gotische Form, mit Beizeichen - Blume/Blatt - 

vierblättrig, ohne weiteres Beizeichen, ohne Querstrich - Bogenende hinter dem Schaft - 

Schaftende gespalten, ohne Schnörkel - Bogenende ohne Dorn - Blätter rund, ohne Stempel 

Deutschland, Königsberg, Staatsarchiv (jetzt in: Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer 

Kulturbesitz Berlin), Königsberg, H.B.A. A 4 

1531, Wittenberg Aussteller: Martin Luther Papier 

P, Kleinformat 

Breite 20 mm, Höhe 62 mm 

http://www.piccard-online.de/?nr=110662 

viii  Dr. Martin Luther's sämmtliche Werke. (Bd. 1-20, herausgegeben von J. G. Plochmann; 

Bd. 21-65, bearbeitet von J. K. Irmischer; Alphabetisches Sach-Register, ... herausgegeben 

von J. K. Irmischer.). 

Author: Martin Luther, 1483-1546. 

Publication Details: Erlangen, 1826-57. 

Uniform Title: Works 

Identifier: System number 002288397 

Physical Description: 67 Bde. ; 8º. 

http://www.piccard-online.de/?nr=110662
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